Differences between pattern onset and pattern reversal retinal responses.
The pattern-evoked electroretinogram was recorded to pattern onset-offset and pattern reversal stimuli in two color-normal subjects with either luminance contrast of black-red (600 nm) and black-green (526 nm) square-wave stripe patterns or color contrast red-green patterns. The size of the onset response shows a spatial tuning with luminance contrast patterns and only a simple low-pass filter function with color contrast patterns. The peak latency of the response to luminance contrast increases with increasing spatial frequency but stays constant with color contrast patterns. The size of the reversal responses, however, shows only a low-pass filter function under both contrast conditions. The peak latency to luminance contrast shows a slight increase and to color contrast it remains constant with increasing spatial frequency. The differences noted under the various stimulus conditions must take into account the possible effects of different luminance modulation depths of onset and reversal stimuli, the modulation transfer function of the eye, and the activity of luminance-antagonistic and color-antagonistic receptive fields.